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Game-Changing
Portable Radiography

europa

BLUETOOTH & WI-FI
COMPATIBLE

Europa is a solution that fits your workplace–no matter what size. Featuring a
compact design, the wireless and battery-operated system allows operators
to take x-ray images without the dedicated physical space required for a
conventional radiographic system.
Unlike any other portable x-ray machines, Europa can acquire images directly
to the device, allowing operators to review the image first, and then wirelessly
transmit to a review PC via the built-in workstation.

all-in-one
pc workstation

extreme
light weight

remote
support

Integrated INTEL PC with

5.5 lbs for ultimate

Pre-loaded Remote Assistance

Windows 10 OS, preloaded

portability and convenience

Software (TeamViewer)

with DR Software
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Device Features

Key Features
compact design

two usb ports

requires minimal space and
accommodations

Used for powering peripheral
devices and the laser component

minimize radiation
to patient and operator with lowest
possible dose

maximize day-to-day efficiency

7”

touch screen
display

with industry-leading battery
performance

High Definition 7”
touch screen display

begin operation immediately
with seamlessly integrated software
solution and built-in workstation

no installation or additional
equipment required
ethernet port

allows for maximized efficiency and
productivity

Used for connecting
exposure hand switch

completely wireless
superior battery
performance

charging port
Simple battery charging —
plugs directly into a residential
120V outlet

hand strap
Hand Strap for ease of use,
supporting Europa’s 5.5lb
lightweight
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Intended Use
handheld mode
bed/mobile table

mobile imaging services

mobile dr panel holder
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Application Fields

Emergency
Room

Operating
Room

Sports
Medicine

NICU

Hand
Surgeon

Nursing
Home

Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit

Orthopedics

Outpatient Clinic

Podiatry

what’s included
Medical
Check-up

Doctor’s Office

ICU

Intensive
Care Unit

Urgent Care

Dental

Europa with Windows 10 Accessories

Battery Charger

Carrying Case

Collimator

Laser Light

Bluetooth Mouse

Hand Switch
specifications
dimensions

9.19” (W) x 4.6” (H) x 4.16” (D)

weight

5.5 lbs (2.49 kg)

display

7 Inch LCD Panel (Resolution: 1024 x 600)

input power

25.2 VDC 1A

device power source

22.2 VDC (Battery)

frequency

100kHz

kv, ma

60 kV / 2 mA (Fixed)

x-ray exposure time range

0.03 ~ 1.30 sec (Selectable by Operator)

compatible detectors
and acquisition software

x-ray tube model

Toshiba D-081B

Vieworks

Bontech

x-ray tube focal spot

0.8mm

Varex

Rayence

Carestream

Pixxgen

LG
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Optional Products
portable detector holder
backscatter reduction
attachment
Optional attachment with
an acrylic shield that will
further protect the operator
from the small amounts of
back scatter radiation.

Capture high-quality images
from any angle with multiple
adjustment points to streamline
your workflow. V-Base allows for
increased stability and mobility.
Compatible with any flat panel
detector size.

mirroring kit
portable cart
A medical-grade, portable tripod that allows
operators to take highly precise x-ray images.
The flexible articulating arm allows users to fix
precise positions, featuring a custom attachment
to connect to the bottom of the system.

A small attachment device
that allows users to mirror
display from Europa to a local
monitor or TV screen. Includes
a Bluetooth capable device
that is paired with Europa, and
a connection kit.

About Aspen Imaging
Aspen Imaging Healthcare is a Texas-based Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) providing
complete imaging solutions for x-ray distributors and custom designed, private-labeled
solutions for OEMs across the Americas.
Founded in 2015, Aspen Imaging has become one of the fastest growing Medical Imaging
companies with oﬃces in the United States, Canada, Mexico and South Korea.

Distributed by JONES X-RAY, INC. of Texas
2606 W. Marshall Drive
Grand Prairie, TX 75051

To learn more and get prices
Call our oﬃce: 972-647-0171
www.jonesxray.com

